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Abstract. Embedding partially ordered sets into chain-products is al-

ready known to be NP-complete (see Yannakakis [30] for dimension or
Stahl and Wille [26] for 2-dimension). In this paper, we introduce a
new dimension parameter and show that encoding using terms (or kdimension) is not better than bit-vector (or 2-dimension) and vice versa.
A decomposition theory is introduced using coatomic lattices. An algorithm is provided to compute the associated decomposition tree. Such a
tree is unique for a lattice and we show how it allows bit-vectors encoding
computations. In the meantime a conjecture of Caseau for 2-dimension
is discussed.
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In recent applications in computer science (cf. At-Kaci et al [3] for logic
programming, Caseau [5] for object programming, Agrawal et al [1] for databases,
Ellis [9] for conceptual graphs management and Mattern [23] for distributed
systems), the problem of partial order encoding has come into light. In those
applications big hierarchies have to be eciently stored in a computer. Ecient
here means that the total storage is optimal with respect to fast answers for
reachability queries (i.e. x  y?). In some particular cases, the hierarchy is
the directed covering graph of a lattice and some extra operations are required
such as the computation of x _ y and x ^ y for any two elements x and y (see
Caseau [5]). For a survey of these applications and encoding techniques, see Fall
[10]. Another well studied particular case is obtained for trees in which ecient
nearest common ancestor computations are needed (see Harel and Tarjan [17]).

1 Notations
A partially ordered set P = (X; P ) is a re exive, antisymmetric and transitive
binary relation on a set X . We denote by <P the strict ordering associated
with P . When necessary, we may consider P as a directed graph (X; E ) where
E  X and (x; y) 2 E i x P y. Two distinct elements x and y are said to be
comparable if x <P y or y <P x. Otherwise they are said to be incomparable
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(denoted by xjjy). We say that y covers x (denoted by ) i x <P y and there
is no z such that x <P z <P y; if y covers x then x is an immediate predecessor
of y. The directed graph (X; ) is called the directed covering graph of P .
An element z 2 X is an upper bound of x; y 2 X if x P z and y P z . The
element z is called the least upper bound or join of x and y if z P t for all
upper bounds t of x and y. The greatest lower bound or meet is de ned dually.
We denote x _ y (resp. x ^ y) the least upper bound (resp. greatest lower bound)
of x and y. A non-empty ordered set P is called a lattice if x _ y and x ^ y exist
for all x; y 2 X . It is clear that a nite lattice has one minimal element and one
maximal element denoted respectively by ? and >. Since we are dealing with
algorithms the lattices we consider are supposed to be nite. For a recent book
on lattice theory the reader is referred to Davey and Priestley [6].
Let L be a lattice. An element x 2 L is said to be join-irreducible if x 6= ?
and x = y _ z implies x = y or x = z for all y; z 2 L. In other words x covers only
one element. Meet-irreducible elements are de ned dually. We denote the set of
join-irreducible elements of L by J (L) and the set of meet-irreducible elements
by M (L). An atom is a join-irreducible element which covers ?, a coatom is
a meet-irreducible element which is covered by >. De nitions on orders and
lattices not given here, can be found in Davey and Priestley [6].
In this paper we rst discuss the general notion of coding a partially ordered
set and then introduce a new general parameter (namely: encoding dimension).
The remainder of the paper is devoted to bit-vectors encoding (dim ), and we
propose a general framework for an heuristic based on a decomposition theory for
lattices. In the meantime some Caseau's conjecture is detailed and commented.
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2 The general coding problem
Let us settle this general problem:
Encoding Problem: Given an order P = (X; ). Find an embedding
(injective map) f : X ! Y such that x P y i (f (x); f (y)) = 1 where
 : Y  Y ! f0; 1g.
Such a pair (f; ) is called an encoding of P . In fact P is order-isomorphic
to a substructure |i.e. (f (X ); )| of Y , more precisely (f (x); f (y)) = 1 can
be written as f (x)  f (y), f is an embedding of P into a particular incidence
structure (Y; ; Y ) and therefore our encoding is a particular case of the coding
notion as de ned by Bouchet [4] see also Habib et al [13].
Well known encodings can be considered in this framework:

{ When P = (X; P ) is an interval order, f : X ! I , where I is a set of
intervals of the real line, Ix Iy just says that Ix is totally to the left of Iy .
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(c) Another embedding into a 4  4 grid

Fig. 1. Example of encoding
{ When P = (X; P ) is some transitive orientation of a permutation graph
(a 2-dimensional order), f : X ! N , where N is a chain of length jX j
and f (x) = (x ; x )  f (y) = (y ; y ) i x N y and x N y (simple
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product ordering). Such a function f yields an encoding of P in (N ; <) see
Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1(c) show another embedding but in this case f (x) = (x ; x ) 
f (y) = (y ; y ) i x N y and x N y . Note that in this case the de nition
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uses . This can also be applied when the length of chains is bounded, it is
known as the k-dimension.

Clearly the encoding yielded by Figure 1(b) need 2  dlog 6e = 6 bits per
element, while that of Figure 1(c) gives a 4 bits encoding per element.
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Standard dimension or Dushnik-Miller's dimension (see next section for a
de nition) or some variations as de ned by Gambosi et al [11], can also be
inserted in this framework.
Among all possible encodings of an order P , we are only interested in those
in which for each element of P some memory storage is provided (sometimes
called a label as Kannan et al [20]). Other encodings exist but are not studied
in the following (for example there is no need of labels to encode the order
P = ([1; n]; P ) such that i P j i j is divisible by i).

They are several points to consider for encoding comparisons:
(i) Storage size.
(ii) Complexity of query (x  y ?), related to the chosen representation for .
(iii) Incremental aspects. In some cases (as for example in the analysis of distributed computations, Mattern [23]) new comparabilities are supposed to
be given via some linear extension of P .
If P is a lattice and computations of x _ y and x ^ y are needed, very often
f (x _ y) can easily be evaluated from f (x) and f (y) and therefore the complexity
of these operations relies on the computation of the inverse function f ? . For
some systems (e.g. LIFE), decoding f (x _ y) is only performed when necessary.
In such applications, the need for ecient decoding is less important.
In this rst approach we focus on the two rst points which are in fact
closely related. But in order to avoid quicksands in our encoding comparisons,
it is necessary to go back to bit operations and memory size computed in bits.
Therefore let us denote by s(f (x)) the number ofPbits needed to store the label
associated to an element x of P , and s(f (P )) = x2P s(f (x)).
Such an encoding (f; ) is called optimal for a given class of orders C , if:
(1) max fs(f (P ))jP 2 Cng 2 O (log jCnj) where Cn denotes the set of orders in
C having exactly n elements.


(2) The query (x  y?) can be tested in O log2njC j bits operations.
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So for a given class of orders C , there are two interesting questions:
{ Does C admit an optimal encoding ?
{ Can this optimal encoding be polynomially computed ?
To make easy reachability testing, most of the known encodings use xed length
labels, and therefore there is a constant number of bits associated to each element. In such a case, necessarily s(f (x))  dlog jP je for x 2 P .
Previously de ned encodings for interval orders or 2-dimensional orders are
obviously optimal, since for every x 2 P , s(f (x)) = 2dlog jP je. It should be
noticed that such logarithmic sized labels are not available for all classes of
orders, since the logarithm of the number of orders up to isomorphism with n
elements is in O(n ) (see Kleitman and Rothschild [22]).
For nearest common ancestor (NCA) calculations in a tree, Harel and Tarjan [17], and also Schieber and Vishkin [25], propose encoding algorithms using O(log n) bits for each vertex which allow NCA computations and therefore
reachability in O(log n) bits operations for a tree on n vertices.
Let us consider now an order whose covering graph is a tree (sometimes
called tree-like order), it is well known that such orders are two dimensional and
therefore as seen previously admit an optimal encoding. Unfortunately not much
is known for the general case, and many di erent approaches for order encoding
have been proposed in the literature.
One of these encodings uses in an heuristic way the previous optimal encoding
for a spanning tree of the order, see Agrawal et al [1] and Talamo and Vocca
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[27]. Other approaches are based on dimension approximation see Ellis [9] and
Habib and Nourine [16, 15].
In the next section a new dimension parameter is introduced, namely the encoding dimension and we show how it can measure encoding into chain-products.

3 Encoding dimension
Let us start with the general de nition of dimension of partially ordered sets.
De nition 1. The k-dimension of P , k  2, denoted by dimk (P ), is the smallest
positive integer n for which P is isomorphic to a subposet of K n (ie. K n is the
product of n chains of length k).
When k = jP j, using Hiraguchi's theorem [19], this de nition is equivalent to
the well-known Dushnik-Miller's dimension [7] simply denoted by dim(P ). For
a survey on dimension theory the reader is referred to Trotter's book [29].
If k = 2 the 2-dimension has many applications for taxonomies encoding
[3, 5, 9, 15]. To each element of the taxonomy a 0 ? 1 con guration is associated
and named bit-vector.
Equivalently the 2-dimension is the size of the smallest hypercube in which
P can be embedded.
Obviously dim(P )  dimn? (P )  : : :  dim (P ).
1
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Several questions naturally arise:
{ For a given partial order P , which k would give the best encoding in a
computer?
{ Determine the smallest integer k, 2  k  jP j, such that dim(P ) = dimk (P )?
{ If dimk (P ) is known, is there a polynomial time algorithm to compute
dimk? (P ) or dimk (P )?
Clearly any class of orders with bounded dimension has an optimal encoding.
On the other hand there exist classes of orders with unbounded dimension (i.e. for
any integer k there exists an order P in the class satisfying dim(P ) k), for which
an optimal encoding is known (see for example the interval orders, Rabinovitch
[24]). But it is not a chain-product encoding.
Moreover when looking carefully at Ellis's work [9], in his search of the best
encoding, he is looking for an embedding into some chain-product but in fact he
allows chains to be of length 1 and 2 or more, such a coding is called at term
encoding.
So there is a need for new dimension parameters closer to encodings. A rst
formalization of the optimal encoding problem can be obtained with the following
invariant which measures the eciency of an embedding into a chain-product.
1
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De nition 2. The Encoding Dimension
P of a partial order denoted by edim(P)
is the least integer t such that t = ii p dlog ki e and P can be embedded into
K  K  : : :  Kp , where Ki denotes a chain of length ki .
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Let us show how this new parameter captures various notions of encoding.
Any partial order P = (X; ) can be stored using jX j:edim(P ) bits and the
computation of any query (x  y ?) requires edim(P ) bits operations. So for
chain-product encodings edim(P ) captures criteria (i) and (ii).
Trivially edim(P )  dlog kedimk (P ), with two particular cases: edim(P ) 
dlog jP jedim(P ) and edim(P )  dim (P ). It should be noticed that these two
bounds are incomparable as shown in the following examples.
{ If P is a total order, then dlogn?jP jedim(P ) = dlog jP je which is smaller than
dim (P ) = jP j. dimk (P ) = d k? e.
{ Now consider a generalized crown P = Sn de ned by Trotter as a bipartite
order with min(P ) = fx ; :::; xn g, max(P ) = fy ; :::; yn g and for each i 2
[1::n], xi jjyi in P and xi <P yj for each j 6= i. Then dim (P ) = n which is
smaller than dlog jP jedim(P ) = dlog 2nen .
{ Another standard example, if P is an antichain then dim(P ) = 2 and from
Sperner theorem [12] we have
dim (P ) = Minfkj(kb 2 c )  jP jg  2logjP j
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Thus edim(P ) = 2logjP j.
{ Let P be the grid 2  8, i.e. the product of a chain with 2 elements by a chain
with 8 elements, then dim (P ) = height(P ) = 9 and dim(P ) = 2 therefore:
dlog jP jedim(P ) = 8, but edim(P ) = 1 + 3 = 4. Such an example shows
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that edim cannot be always reduced to some dimk parameter. Therefore
edim(P ) is associated to the most compact embedding of P .
A natural way to obtain bounds for edim(P ), is to compute some embedding
in a product of k-chains and then try to compact the chains by deleting some
coordinates (see de la Higuera and Nourine [18] for two dimensional orders).
Clearly edim(P ) is monotonic, i.e. 8P  Q; edim(P )  edim(Q).
A very interesting result can be easily derived from Bouchet's work [4], see
also Habib et al [13]. Let us denote by DM (P ) the Dedekind MacNeille completion of an order P (i.e. the smallest lattice in which P can be embedded).

Theorem 3. edim(P ) = edim(DM (P )).
Proof. Follows immediately from Bouchet's work [4], since K  K  : : :  Kp
is a complete lattice.
1
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This implies that ii edim P ki  jDM (P )j. In other words this chainproduct is big enough to contain DM (P ). It should be noticed that in some
cases jDM (P )j is exponential in jP j (e.g. if P is a generalized crown).
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Corollary 4. Let L be a lattice and P be the suborder induced by its set of meet
or join irreducible elements, then edim(L) = edim(P ).

Proof. It suces to remark that DM (P ) = L, and to apply the above theorem.

Therefore only irreducible elements really matter for encoding dimension. It
should be noticed that such a remark is still valid for any parameter de ned via
an embedding into a lattice, and therefore it is also true for dimk for any k.

Property 1 Let C be a class of orders. If for all P = (X; ) 2 C , jX j = n,
edim(P )  (n) for some function  : N ! R , then jCn j  2n n .
Proof. Clearly, if edim(P )  (n) this implies the existence of a coding using
n(n) bits. Therefore since two di erent labelled orders in Cn cannot have the
same encoding, so jCn j  2n n .
+
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)

)

This property connects enumeration problems of labelled orders to encoding
ones.

Corollary 5. For a given class C of partial orders, edim(P )P 2C  d log2njC j e
Therefore for any class C that contains the total orders, jCn j  n! and
edim(P )  d logn2 n e. As already noticed for any coding, trivially edim(P ) 
dlog jP je. Hiraguchi's inequality yields the following inequality dlog jP je  edim(P ) 
d jP j edlog jP je. Therefore it is natural to search for which classes of orders the
n
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ratio edim
log2 jP j is bounded by a constant.
De nition 6. A class C is said to admit an optimal chain-product encoding if
MaxP 2C fedim(P )g 2 O( log2njC j ).
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Clearly optimal chain-product encoding implies optimal encoding as de ned
previously.
P dlog (jC j + 1)e, where fC ; : : : ; C
Property 2 edim(P )  Pwidth
i
width P g
i
(

is an optimal chain-partition of P .
=1

)
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Proof. Let fC ; : : : ; Ck g be a chain-partition of P using width(P ) = k chains.
Let us de ne Ki = Ci [ f0g (a zero element is added), and xi = maxfz 2
Ki jz  xg. Then it is easy to check that  : P ! K  K  : : :  Kk , such that
(x) = (x ; : : : ; xk ) provides the required embedding. The inequality follows.
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It should be noticed that Mattern [23] uses a similar idea for an incremental
algorithm, but in this case he cannot know in advance the size of the chains of
the partition and therefore of the size of the encoding.
For bounded width partial orders, this encoding yields obviously optimal
encodings. But in general, it does not seem to provide optimal encodings. For a
distributive lattice L = 2P the above result can be strengthened.

Property 3 edim(2P ) = minfkjk = Phi dlog (jCi j + 1)e, where fC ; : : : ; Ch g
is a chain-partition of P g.
=1
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Proof. As already de ned in the previous property the embedding  can be
enlarged to 2P . Indeed P is the suborder of 2P induced by the join irreducible
elements, and therefore the extension is simply done using the usual lattice
operations. It is also quite simple to check that such an extension is also an
embedding from 2P into K  K  : : :  Kk . As already noticed by Aigner [2],
the converse is also true, i.e. from any embedding of 2P into some chain-product
it is easy to generate a chain-partition of P .
1
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The above property is a slight variation of a classical Trotter's result on kdimension, [28], and using the same correspondence between chain-partitions of
P and embeddings of 2P into chain-products, one can prove in particular that
dim(2P ) = width(P ) and dim (2P ) = jP j.
Exact determination of edim(P ) seems to lead to very hard combinatorial
problems (see [28], [12] for dim ), but there is some hope to obtain relatively good
approximation algorithms. Fortunately these algorithms seem to be easier to
implement than for usual dimension contradicting somehow a Kelly and Trotter's
claim in [21] p.176. The rest of the paper deals with the 2-dimension, or bit-vector
encodings.
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4 The Coatomic Tree of a Lattice
Let f : L ! 2 k be an embedding of L into the hypercube of dimension k. Then
x <L y i for all 1  i  k, f (x )(i )  f (y )(i ) with 0 < 1. By f (x )(i ), we mean
the ith bit in the bit-vector f (x) associated to x. Sometimes, we use f (x) as a
subset of f1; :::; kg, therefore x L y i f (x)  f (y).
In the following, a one element poset L is a lattice of 2-dimension 0, i.e.
f (L) = fg.
First let us introduce a new parameter de ned for any lattice L.
Let  = [x =?; x ; :::; xn=>] be a maximal chain in L. We denote by
Indegree(xi ) the number
P of immediate predecessors of xi in the covering graph
of L, and C() = x 2 Indegree(xi ). Finally C(L) = MaxfDegree()
such that  is a maximal chain in Lg.
Out of Caseau's work, we can produce the following conjecture.
Caseau's conjecture: For any lattice L, dim (L)  C(L).
In fact, Caseau claimed that his algorithm produces in particular cases an
encoding satisfying this inequality. But we were not able to give yet a simple proof
for the general case (i.e. even nding an exponential algorithm which achieves
this bound). Therefore we propose this bound as a challenge for bit-vectors
encodings.
Only for special cases (namely series-parallel, tree-like or distributive lattices)
we were able to build such encodings. To this aim, let us now consider a general
decomposition theory for lattices.
Let us now introduce our basic lattice:
0

1

i

2

De nition 7. A lattice L is said to be coatomic (resp. atomic) i every element
of L is meet (resp. join) of coatoms (resp. atoms).
Property 4 Let L be a coatomic lattice with k coatoms. Then dim (L)  k.
2

Proof. It suces to notice that dim (L)  jM (L)j [15]. The idea of the encoding
is to give to each coatom ai , f (ai ) = f1; :::; kg n fig. Afterwards the codes are
propagated downwards using intersection, so that 8x; f (x) = fi 2 [1; k]jx < ai g.
By convention f (>) = f1; :::; kg.
2

The property 4 gives an encoding for coatomic lattices, but unfortunately
such a code is not always optimal. Indeed let us consider a k-diamond with k
coatoms (see Figure 2). By property 4 it is possible to encode it with k bits, but
we can do much better as it is shown in the next property.

C1

C2

C3

...

Ck

Fig. 2. A k-diamond with k coatoms
De nition 8. Let L be a coatomic lattice with k coatoms. We say that L has a
Sperner encoding if there exists an embedding of L into an hypercube having
d2  log ke coatoms.
Property 5 Let L be a lattice with k coatoms. If L is a k-diamond then it has
the Sperner property. Moreover

dim (L) = Minfnj(nb 2 c )  kg  d2  log ke
2

n

Proof. Notice that all dlog ke-elements subsets of an d2  log ke-elements set are
incomparable for the inclusion order. It is easy to verify that (dbloglogkcke )  k.
To generate k dlog ke-elements subsets, a nice algorithm can be found in [8]
(Algorithm 7, page 510).
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Fig. 3. A coatomic lattice having a Sperner encoding
Remark. The above example of a k-diamond lattice shows the hardness for dim
computations, since dim (k ? diamond) 2 O(log k) and C(k ? diamond) =
k + 1. Therefore in this case Caseau's bound is exponentional in dim , and such
a bound is, as far as we know, still unproved . . .
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Problem: Determine which coatomic lattices admit a Sperner encoding ?

A unique tree will be associated to any lattice. This tree is based on coatomic
lattices, and a dual tree is based on atomic lattices.
De nition 9. Let L be a lattice with k coatoms fa ; :::; ak g. We de ne
{ a mapping Mark : L ! 2k as follows:
1. Mark(>(L)) = fg
2. 8x 2 L Mark(x) = fi such that x L ai g
{ an equivalence relation  on L as follows:
Let x; y 2 L then x  y i Mark(x) = Mark(y)
To this equivalence relation  corresponds a partition of L into disjoint nonempty subsets fC ; :::; Cm g called classes. To each class Ci we associate a single
representative ci . The quotient of L by the relation  is denoted by L= .
Property 6 The quotient L=  = fc ; :::; cmg ordered by the relation < dened by :
ci < cj i Mark(ci )  Mark(cj )
is a coatomic lattice.
Proof. Clearly L=  is an order since its vertices are ordered by inclusion.
Let us show that L=  is a lattice.
The class reduced to the top element of L is the unique maximal element in
L= , since Mark(>(L)) = fg.
The class containing the bottom element of L has Mark(?(L)) = f1; :::; kg
and therefore it is the unique minimal element in L= .
Let ci and cj be two incomparable elements. Suppose that ci and cj have two
minimal upper bounds cs and ct . Then we have by de nition
Mark(cs )  Mark(ci ) and Mark(cs )  Mark(cj )
1

1

1

and

Mark(ct )  Mark(ci ) and Mark(ct )  Mark(cj )
Let cl be the representative of the class containing ci _ cj in L. By de nition
of , we have Mark(cl )  Mark(ci ) \ Mark(cj ). Thus Mark(cl )  Mark(cs ) [
Mark(ct ) implies cl < cs and cl < ct , a contradiction. So L=  is a lattice.
Let us show that L=  is coatomic.

We must show that the only meet-irreducible elements are those classes containing the coatoms of L which are also coatoms of L= .
Let cj be a meet-irreducible (not a coatom) in L=  and cl its unique cover
element. Clearly, we have Mark(cl )  Mark(cj ). As Mark(cl ) 6= Mark(cj )
then there exists ai such that cj <L ai and cl jjL ai . So there exists a class cs
covering cj , such that cj  cs  ct where ct is the class containing ai . Then
a contradiction.
Property 7 A lattice L is coatomic i each equivalence class of  is reduced to
a single element.
Proof. Let L be a coatomic lattice. Then each element is a meet of coatoms. So
if x 6= y then Mark(x) 6= Mark(y).
Now suppose that L is not coatomic. Then there exists a meet-irreducible x
covered by y and x is not a coatom. So, Mark(x) = Mark(y), a contradiction
with the fact that each class is reduced to one element.
De nition 10. Let P = (X; <P ) be an order and let Q = (Y; <Q) be a suborder
of P . Q is said convex if 8x; y 2 Y , 8z 2 X such that x <P z <P y, we have
z 2Y.
Property 8 Each equivalence class Ci is a convex suborder of L. Moreover
either Ci or Ci [ f?g is a lattice. This lattice is denoted by Li .
Proof. Let x; y 2 Ci , then Mark(x) = Mark(y). Let z 2 L be such that x <L
z <L y. Then Mark(z )  Mark(x) and Mark(y)  Mark(z ), thus Mark(x) =
Mark(y) = Mark(z ) and z 2 Ci ; thus Ci is a convex suborder of L.
Let Mark(ci ) = fai1 ; :::; ai g. Then the set fai1 ; :::; ai g has a unique lower
bound x with Mark(x) = fai1 ; :::; ai g then x 2 Ci and it is maximal in Ci .
Since Ci is a convex suborder of L then Ci or Ci [ f?g is a lattice.
l
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Clearly each lattice L can be partionned into smaller lattices fLi ji 2 [1::m]g
where m is the number of classes. Thus each lattice Li can also be partionned
into subclasses by the same relation . And this process can be continued until
each class is reduced to a single element.
In the following we will show that this process gives a unique tree that we
call the Coatomic Tree of L denoted by T (L). Notice that a dual tree can be
associated, we call the Atomic Tree of L.
De nition 11. Let L be a lattice with k coatoms fa ; :::; ak g. Then we associate
to L its coatomic tree T (L) as follows:
1

1. If L = fxg |i.e. a one element lattice| then T (L) is a leaf with label x.
2. Otherwise, T (L) contains the quotient L=  in its root, and T (Li ) i 2
f1; :::; mg as subtrees, where Li , i 2 f1; :::; mg are lattices corresponding to
equivalence classes of L by . Furthermore, we link T (Li ) as a son of its
representative in L= .
Remark. Clearly, by de nition the coatomic tree is unique.

Procedure Compute-Tree(L: Lattice) ;

Data: L = (X; E ) a covering graph of a lattice with k coatoms fa ; :::; ak g.
Result: The coatomic tree T of L.
1

begin
if L = fxg then

Create a leaf with label x

else

Let L= = fc ; :::; cm g be the coatomic lattice and fL ; :::; Lm g
the lattices induced by .
Create a node N with L= ;
for i = 1 to m do
Son(ci ) Compute-Tree(Li);
1

1

end
Theorem 12. Let L = (X; E ) be the covering graph of a lattice. Then the algorithm Compute-Tree computes its unique coatomic tree in O(jX j  jE j) time
complexity. Moreover the space complexity of the coatomic tree is O(jX j + jE j).
Proof. Let us describe the algorithm.

{ Each coatom of L is given a mark. This mark is added to its descendants

via a depth- rst-search traversal. When all coatoms are treated, the vertices
of L are marked with lists automatically sorted by the initial sorting of the
coatoms. Clearly, each depth- rst-search costs O(jE j), since jE j > jX j.
Now, since each element is a coatom in at most one of the sublattices in the
coatomic tree, there will be at most O(jX j) depth- rst searches in total (i.
e. for all steps). Thus, the overall complexity for the marking is O(jX jjE j).
{ We will delete all edges (x; y) such that Mark(x) 6= Mark(y). This can
be done by a unique traversal of L, comparing the marks of the ends of
every edge. Each comparison between Mark(x) and Mark(y) can be done
in O(Max(jMark(x)j; jMark(y)j)), which is less than the number of coatoms
at this step. When considering all steps, an element is coatom at most for
one step, so all the comparisons for the edge (x; y) can be done in O(jX j).

The classes Ci and the corresponding lattices Li are connected components
obtained from L after edge-deletion. So the overall complexity of retrieving
the Li and L= will be O(jX j  jE j).
{ Using the deleted edges, one can obtain in O(jE j) the lattice L=.
It remains to notice that the size of all classes does not exceed the size of L,
since edges deleted in a step are not further considered in next steps, and the
fact that at each step at least one class (i.e. maximal class in L=) is reduced
to a single element. Thus the announced time complexity follows.
Let us show that the size of the tree is in O(jX j + jE j). To each leaf with
label x and father y, we can associate at most two vertices in the tree as follows:

{ the pair (y, z) if y is the top element of the lattice of the node containing y,
and z the father of y.

{ the vertex y if y is not the top element of the lattice of its node.
This association allows to cover all vertices inside the nodes. Then the number
of vertices of all the lattices in the coatomic tree is at most 3 jX j. Each edge in
a lattice of a node corresponds to an edge of the covering graph of L. And the
result follows.
4.

Figure 5 shows the construction of the coatomic tree of the lattice in Figure
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Fig. 5. The coatomic tree

5 Bit-vector encodings via coatomic tree
In this section we will show how this structure can be used to produce encoding
algorithms. First let us see this structure in details throughout some classes of
lattices as tree (i.e. L n ? is a tree), series-parallel (i.e. L is a series-parallel
order) or distributive lattice. Series parallel orders are based on two operations
(series composition and parallel composition). Distributive lattices are based on
factorization. Finally we give general ideas to obtain an encoding algorithm.
Let us state the following property which gives the relationship between the
equivalence classes of .
Property 9 Let L be a lattice, let Ci , Cj be two equivalence classes of . Then
1. Ci < Cj implies 8x 2 Ci ; 8y 2 Cj ; x 6L y.
2. Ci jj Cj implies 8x 2 Ci ; 8y 2 Cj ; xjjL y.
Proof. 1. Let Ci < Cj then 8x 2 Ci 8y 2 Cj ; Mark(x)  Mark(y). Suppose that x L y. By de nition of  we have Mark(y)  Mark(x), a
contradiction.
2. The same proof as (1) can be applied.
Thus if two classes are incomparable in L=  their encoding can be done
separately using the same integers, and they will be distinguished by a code
given to their representative.

But if two classes are comparable, it is dicult to encode them without
extra computations. Before dealing with the general case, let us capture this
idea through interesting classes of lattices.

5.1 Special classes of lattices
De nition 13. An order P is said to be series-parallel if it does not contain a
suborder isomorphic to "N" (i.e. a; b; c; d with comparabilities a < c; a < d and

b < d).

Property 10 Let L be a series-parallel lattice with fa ; :::; ak g coatoms. Then
8i; j Ci < Cj i 8x 2 Ci 8y 2 Cj x <P y. Moreover each class covers only
one other class (i.e. (L=) n f>g is a tree).
Proof. =) Let Ci < Cj and x 2 Ci ; y 2 Cj . Suppose that x is incomparable
to y. There exists as such that x < as and y < as . Since i =
6 j then there exists at
such that x < at and yjjL at . Thus the induced order by x; y; at ; as is isomorphic
to "N".
Notice that if y = as then we have x <L y since Mark(x)  Mark(y).
(= Assume that 8x 2 Ci 8y 2 Cj x <P y. Clearly Mark(x)  Mark(y)
1

and therefore Ci < Cj .
Now let Ci and Cj be two classes covered by Ct . Since Ci is incomparable
to Cj then there exists as with as > ci and as incomparable with cj . Thus the
induced order by ci ; cj ; as ; ct is isomorphic to "N".
Trees are particular class of series-parallel lattices, and we can obtain easily
the following nice property:

Property 11 If L n f?g is a tree with k coatoms. Then L= is a diamond with
k coatoms.

The last particular case is distributive lattices. This class of lattices is based
on factorization (isomorphism property see Habib and Nourine [14]).

Property 12 Let L be a distributive lattice. Then
1. L= is a boolean lattice.
2. Let c ; :::; cn be a maximal chain of L= . Then each class Ci i 2 [1::n] is
isomorphic to a sublattice of C [ ::: [ Ci? .
1

1

1

Proof. 1. Trivial.
2. Clearly C [ ::: [ Ci? and Ci are distributive sublattices of L. Moreover
C [ ::: [ Ci? [ Ci is distributive. Thus Ci is isomorphic to a sublattice of
C [ ::: [ Ci? .
1

1

1

1

1

1

Now let us see how these properties can be used to have ecient encoding
algorithms.

5.2 Encoding Algorithms
Let L be a lattice to be encoded, and T its coatomic tree. The idea is to encode
the lattice associated with the root of T , using the property that these lattices are
coatomic. Notice that the code of a coatomic lattice L can be optimized when L
has a Sperner encoding (see gure 3). Clearly the integers used to encode a node
can not be used for encoding its sons. But the main problem is the following:

Can the sons of a node use the same integers in their codes?
The answer is trivially yes for sons which are incomparable, but is not the
case for comparable sons. Let us captures this on the previous classes.
1. If L is a tree then all sons are incomparable (see property 11). Moreover the
son associated with the bottom element of L= is empty. Thus we can encode
them using the same integers. Notice that in this case a parallel algorithm
can be used.
2. If L is series-parallel then we use the same integers for incomparable sons.
But if Ci < Cj then the code of every element in Ci is also in each element
of Cj (see property 10), thus we must use other integers.
3. If L is a distributive lattice then we need to encode only the son associated
with the bottom element of L=. All other sons will be encoded by isomorphism property since they will be distinguished by the code of their father
that is L= (see property 12).
From these, one can derive an algorithm for general case as follows:
Let N be a node with L its associated lattice. If N is a leaf then it is already
encoded, otherwise:

{ Encode the coatomic lattice L. For each element of L, propagate its code to
its associated son.

{ Take  = fc ; :::; cmg a linear extension of L.
{ Encode the son corresponding to c . Propagate the code of each element in
1

1

C to its successors in L.
{ For each son Ci i 2 [2::m]
 Verify if Ci is already encoded by the propagated code from fC ; :::; Ci? g.
1

1

1

(this is true for distributive lattices). Moreover if the sons of each maximal chain of L induce a distributive lattice this remains true.
 Otherwise use other integers than those used by comparable sons already
encoded. This step is crucial for optimization, since there exist some
elements which are already encoded by propagation and it remains to
complete this encoding by using other integers.
 Propagate the code of each element in Ci to their successors in L.
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Fig. 6. An encoding via the coatomic tree
Example of encoding: Let us show an encoding of the lattice in gure 4
based on its coatomic tree. First we encode the coatomic lattice in node A using
the integers f1; 2; 3g. Now we encode the sons of A through a linear extension
without using f1; 2; 3g. First the node C is encoded using integers f4; 5; 6g.
Notice that the node E is already encoded by propagation of codes from C
(isomorphism property). Now the node D must use di erent integers than C
(series operation), thus f7; 8; 9g is used. The node F is the only son, so it is
encoded using f10g. The last node B shows the general case. Indeed the vertices
fn; o; qg are already encoded by propagation, so we need only to encode p which
receives the integer f7g.
5.3 Applications to partially ordered sets

It should be noticed that our algorithm can be easily generalized to encode not
only lattices but also any partial order. Indeed let P be a partial order with
a maximal element and a minimal element. The marking map applied to P
leads to a partition of P into classes C ; :::; Cm . The di erence between orders
and lattices is that for lattices each Ci has a maximal element. Thus to apply
the marking map to classes, we add to each class a maximal and/or a minimal
element.
The quotient P=  is also an order but not a lattice. If P has k elements
covered by the top element then P= can be encoded using k bits.
1

Thus the encoding algorithm for lattice can be also be used for partially
ordered sets. Furthermore the coatomic tree associated with an order is unique
and sometimes gives the Dedekind-MacNeille completion as for series-parallel
orders.

6 Discussions
Finding near optimal bit-vectors encoding for lattices and orders seems to be an
extremely hard problem. But there is still some hope to produce good polynomial
heuristics.
Among the previous algorithms, the algorithm of Habib and Nourine [15]
gives ecient encoding when the number of meet-irreducible or join-irreducible
elements is small (proportionally to its height), whereas Caseau's algorithm is
supposed to give good encoding when the input lattice L has a small C(L).
These two approaches are orthogonal since for boolean lattices our encoding is
optimal and his encoding is the square of optimal encoding. For lattices with
large number of meet-irreducible elements his algorithm is much better than
ours.
In this paper, we have proposed a tree structure for lattices and orders which
takes into account the two previous ideas. The proposed encoding algorithm uses
and exploits the following properties: parallel, series, isomorphism.
The Sperner property allows us to optimize encoding for antichains. In section
4 we have extended this property to a Sperner encoding, which means encode a
lattice in the low half of an hypercube. Let us end with an open question, related
to improvement of the previous encoding heuristics.
Problem: When L is coatomic, does there exist a polynomial algorithm to
compute the 2-dimension?
Acknowledgments; The authors wish to thank the anonymous referees for
their valuable suggestions, and Andrew Fall for his remarks that lead to an
improvement of the complexity for computing the coatomic tree.
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